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Chapter 1707 Head Iron Lolita

The people on the scene were completely dumbfounded!

What the hell is this riding!

What’s going on with Bai Fengxue!

All of a sudden, she changed from a soft and weak girl to a goddess-like thing!

Even He Tiantian and others were collectively petrified.

They have never seen such a white wind and snow!

With azure blue hair and azure blue eyes, he seems to have an air cooler on his
body.

Is this still a snowstorm?
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Such a graceful and dusty wind and snow, even women will feel attracted.

He Tiantian’s concentration is pretty good.

She reluctantly turned her head to look at Wiliam, wanting to see Wiliam’s
reaction.

But how could Wiliam react?

worse than them.

His eyes widened and his saliva was about to flow out.

You can’t blameWiliam for that.

Although Wiliam had seen the wind and snow in the hosting mode once, but at
that time, Wiliam was the opponent, and most of his energy was spent on dealing
with the wind and snow, and he was half of his appreciation.

Now it’s pure appreciation as an outsider.
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Moreover, Wiliam had a feeling in his heart that even if he had seen this kind of
wind and snow many times, as long as she transformed, she would still be
attracted to her.

The opposite Sun Qinger couldn’t react for a long time.

She felt that Feng Xue’s appearance was already the ceiling.

Now it actually breaks through the ceiling directly and reaches the atmosphere!

What a gimmicky way to play!

so envious!

However, she reacted immediately in the next second.

Because the blue-haired snowstorm had already rushed over.

Feng Xue waved casually, and the peach blossom frost branch in his hand carried
a fierce icy aura, heading towards Sun Qing’er.

Sun Qing’er’s eyes narrowed, and she already knew that she completely
underestimated this woman.

She’s not as useless as she used to be!

good guy!

Playing as a pig and eating a tiger with my mother here!

And those women, what happened to their expressions before?

The feelings are all playing with the old lady!

hateful!

These people are really nasty!

Sun Qing’er thought, and her body immediately moved, trying to avoid the blow
of the cold wind.

According to her estimation, it is entirely possible for her to escape.

But for some reason, her body suddenly felt a little stiff.

Then–

“Ouch!” Sun Qing’er cried out in pain.



Everyone’s eyes fell to the ground.

They saw that Bai Fengxue rushed up so simply and rudely, and then hit Sun
Qinger on the head with a stick!

Sun Qing’er was like a fool, she didn’t know how to hide.

What’s going on here!

Sun Qing’er was hit on the head and felt a splitting headache, but the stiffness in
her body disappeared.

She quickly distanced herself from Bai Fengxue, and then she had time to cover
her head with an angry expression.

Obviously, Bai Fengxue did not feel any skill in this blow.

It’s like a kid playing around.

But I just really ate this and drank it.

What a shame!

Beaten by a child!

The people at the scene also exclaimed.

People in the red and thin high-rise buildings could not have imagined that Sun
Qinger would be so useless, and would be knocked on the head with a casual
knock.
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However, the people on Wiliam’s side didn’t think that Feng Xue was very
capable, and they had sH*T luck.

Only Wiliam, after seeing this knock on the head, felt a sense of relief from being
electrocuted.

That’s it, that’s it!

Feng Xue beat her husband like this before, did you see it?

No emotion!

This blow hit Wiliam’s head, causing Wiliam to have a headache.



Knock on other people’s head, Wiliam don’t mention how comfortable it is.

I can’t bear this feeling of suffocation that I want to escape and can’t escape by
myself!

Find an opportunity in a while to share with Sun Qinger how it feels to be caught
and knocked on the head…
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And looking at Bai Fengxue again, after she succeeded in one blow, she stood
there dumbfounded.

What was still in his mouth.

Everyone listened carefully and almost burst into tears.

Bai Fengxue rambled and recited emotionally: “If you suffer from internal injuries,
you will lose, and if you suffer from internal injuries, you will lose…”

Good guy, the previous talk really worked, and it was brought into managed
mode.

Even Wiliam felt amazing.

Why didn’t I read a few words at the beginning, “I love Wiliam, don’t hit him.”

“Vice Sect Master Sun, are you alright!” Someone at the scene immediately asked
Sun Qinger with concern.

Sun Qing’er put her hand down from her head at once, and said coldly with a
relaxed expression, “That’s it? Don’t you know what my nickname is?”

The man in the red and thin high-rise was stunned for a moment, and then he
reacted, “Yes, Deputy Sect Master Sun has always been nicknamed Tau Tie Loli.”

The head iron loli, a very strange nickname.

This is the nickname of Sun Qinger when she was young and even young.

At that time, she was still young, and when things could not win, she liked to hit
people with her head.

So after so many years, her head is really stiff, and normal people can’t compare
with her at all.

It’s just that now that Sun Qinger’s status is high, no one dares to mention this
somewhat funny and somewhat indecent nickname.
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Of course this nickname has another meaning.

He pointed out that Sun Qinger was very stubborn, and even nine cows could not
pull back what he had decided.

Gotta bump into blood.

Sun Qing’er looked at Bai Fengxue with a stern gaze.

Good guy, that peach branch of Bai Fengxue seems to have a mystery.

It hurts my head so much.

As if touching the soul.

It looks like it’s about to cheer up a bit.

Moreover, this time Sun Qinger planned to take the initiative to attack, but also
caught Bai Fengxue by surprise.

After all, the current blue-haired snowstorm looks a bit dull.

Sun Qing’er’s body took the initiative to charge towards Bai Fengxue, and a layer
of energy was wrapped around her fist.

She jumped up like a rainbow and thumped Bai Fengxue in the head, wanting to
fight back.

And Bai Fengxue was still standing still, as if thinking about something.

When Sun Qinger’s fist was about to hit Feng Xue’s head, everyone exclaimed.

Bai Fengxue’s body moved.

However, she moved very strangely.

The footsteps didn’t move at all.

The body floated to the side so strangely.

It was as if she were a doll pulled by an invisible thread.

Sun Qing’er was stunned.

Then there was another whimper.

Bai Fengxue not only dodged Sun Qing’er’s punch, but also struck Sun Qing’er’s
head with another stick.



This time, the people at the scene were speechless.

Anyone can see that Bai Fengxue is not a fluke.

But it’s really something.

And this time, the blue-haired Blizzard was not as cute as before.

She no longer waited for Sun Qinger to escape.

Instead, he grabbed Sun Qing’er’s collar with his left hand, and held a peach
blossom frost branch with his right hand, and knocked on Sun Qing’er’s head.

Knocked out rhythmically.

Sun Qinger’s roar was also very rhythmic.

Everyone at the scene was stunned!

The situation seems to be a little one-sided.

It seems rather weird…

Two children fight, one of them grabs the other and beats them to death?
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